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Intro + Science goals

• Interferometry measurements:

• Differential phases:

A&A 555, A76 (2013)

The same mechanism that produces the CQE observed
in shell-star line profiles can cause important changes in the
monochromatic intensity maps of the Be star plus disk system,
with observable e!ects on the interferometric quantities. This ef-
fect is dubbed CQE phase signature (CQE-PS; Faes et al. 2012),
and here its diagnostic potential is investigated.

Similar to the spectroscopic CQEs, the CQE-PS can only be
studied by high spectral resolution observations (R > 2500),
such as can be obtained by the new generation of interferom-
eters (AMBER/VLTI at near-infrared, Petrov et al. 2007, and
VEGA/CHARA at visible range, Mourard et al. 2009).

Part of the variability observed in Be stars is associated with
structural changes in their CS disks. The temporal evolution
of the observables can only be put in some sort of conceptual
frame with the understanding of the physical processes that con-
trol the CS dynamics. Carciofi et al. (2012) studied the V-band
magnitude evolution of 28 CMa during a phase of disk dissi-
pation using the VDD model. This allowed the determination
of the viscosity parameter governing the disk dynamics, as well
its corresponding mass decretion rate. Haubois et al. (2012) pro-
vided another example of how CS disk and stellar parameters are
intrinsically connected and how they can be inferred through a
follow-up of various observables. In particular, the temporal evo-
lution of the disk density (and corresponding continuum emis-
sion) is related to the mass-loss rate and episodes of mass injec-
tion and quiescence.

The initial studies made on the CQE profile (Hanuschik
1995; Rivinius et al. 1999) demonstrated its strong depen-
dence on the distribution and velocity field of the CS material.
Likewise, we show here that CQE-PS has a high sensitivity to
structural components of the CS disk – and even to the stellar
size. These parameters can then be related to the time evolution
of the observables and other fundamental parameters of the sys-
tem as in the cases mentioned above.

2. Model description

The mechanism behind the CQE-PS is the di!erential absorption
of photospheric radiation by the CS disk (Sect. 3). This mech-
anism can be directly traced by the interferometric di!erential
phase, and must be separated from other mechanisms that a!ect
this quantity.

To study, characterize, and illustrate the CQE-PS, we
adopted a realistic model for the Be + disk system. For the
central star we adopted a rotationally deformed and gravity-
darkened star whose parameters are typical of a B1 Ve star
(Table 1). The stellar geometry is described by an oblate
spheroid with stellar flux determined by the traditional von
Zeipel e!ect (von Zeipel 1924), where the local e!ective temper-
ature is proportional to the local surface gravity, Te! ! ge!

0.25.
For the CS disk description, we adopted the VDD model. For
isothermal viscous di!usion in the steady-state regime, a state
reached after a su"ciently long and stable decretion period
(Haubois et al. 2012), the disk volume density has a particularly
simple form n(r) = n0(Req/r)"m, where m = 3.5 (Bjorkman &
Carciofi 2005).

The interferometric quantities depend on the spatial resolu-
tion with which the object is seen. To explore di!erent configura-
tions we defined the quantity !obs, the ratio between the baseline
length of the interferometer, and the distance to the star. The unit
used is m pc"1.

The calculations presented in this paper were made with the
three-dimensional, non-local radiative equilibrium code HDUST
(Carciofi & Bjorkman 2006, 2008).

Table 1. Reference Be model parameters.

Parameter Symbol Ref. case

Spectral type – B1 V
Mass M 11.0 M#
Polar radius Rpole 4.9 R#
Pole temperature Tpole 27440 K
Luminosity L" 10 160 L#
Critical velocity vcrit 534.4 km s"1

Rotation rate #/#crit 0.8
Oblateness Req/Rpole 1.14
Gravity darkening Tpole/Teq 1.16

Disk radius Rdisk 10 R"
Disk-density scale n0 1013 cm"3

Density exponent m 3.5
Inclination angle i 45$
Spectral resolving power R 12 000
Baseline/distance !obs 1 m pc"1

2.1. Interferometric phases in the marginally resolved case

The quantity registered in interferometry is the normalized com-
plex visibility V(u). It is related to the Fourier transform of the
brightness distribution I(r, #) of a non-coherent and extended
source on the plane of sky through the Van Cittert-Zernike theo-
rem (Born & Wolf 1980):

V(u) =

!

I(r, #) exp ("2$iu · r) d2r
!

I(r, #) d2r
= |V | exp (i%), (1)

where # is the monochromatic wavelength and u the spatial fre-
quency of the projected baseline Bproj/#. |V | ranges from 1 to 0
from a fully unresolved to a fully resolved object.

A common quantity used in high spectral resolution interfer-
ometry are the di!erential phases %di!,

%di!(#, #r) = %(#) " %(#r), (2)

where #r is a wavelength of reference simultaneously observed.
One important characteristic of di!erential phases arises when
the target is marginally resolved, i.e., u · r % 1. In this case,
interferometric di!erential phases (hereafter DP or just phases)
can directly map the target’s photocenter (Domiciano de Souza
et al. 2004, Eq. (4)):

%di!(#, #r) = "2$u · [!(#) " !(#r)]; (3)

the !(#) and !(#r) vectors are the photocenters for # and #r. The
usual procedure is to take #r on the adjacent continuum of the
spectral line, with !(#r) = 0.

Photocenter measurements can be made at very high angu-
lar resolution using DP. One example is provided by !tefl et al.
(2009), who achieved <0.1-mas relative photocenter astrometry
in the Be star & Tauri.

We see below that the CQE-PS in DP occurs under quite spe-
cific circumstances, and its diagnostic potential is more relevant
for some parameters than for others. To quantify this, we first
studied a reference model for which the CQE-PS is not present,
i.e., a model for which the canonical disk interferometric sig-
natures apply. The adopted model parameters for the reference
case are listed in the third column of Table 1.

For rotating Be disks, it is generally expected that DP have
a simple S-shaped profile (Stee 1996). This can be easily under-
stood from Fig. 1, which shows the Br' line profile, the corre-
sponding interferometric quantities and model images at di!er-
ent wavelengths for the reference model. Shown are results for
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Intro + Science goals

• Be stars: Keplerian disks

• Be shell stars: contrast between disk emission 
and photospheric absorption within a line 
profile probes physical disk conditions.

• Radiative transfer modeling!

A&A 555, A76 (2013)
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Fig. 5. Projected velocity of a Keplerian disk along the line-of-sight in
units of the projected orbital speed at the base of the disk (vorb sin i) vs.
the normalized meridian distance (the distance to the stellar rotational
axis in stellar radii). The intersection of a horizontal line with the
hatched area indicates the range of meridian distances for which the
projected velocity occurs. Results for di!erent disk sizes are plotted:
Rdisk = 10 Req, vertically hatched area; 4 Req, horizontally hatched area;
and, 2 Req, diagonally hatched area. The velocities b to d from Figs. 1
and 4 are indicated as horizontal dashed lines. Top: full velocity range;
bottom: zoom of the low-velocity components.
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Fig. 6. Isovelocity contours (dashed lines) for a Keplerian disk. Each
curve corresponds to a fraction of the projected orbital speed at the base
of the disk (vorb sin i), as indicated. The solid lines indicate di!erent disk
outer radii.

After understanding how disk absorption a!ects the DP, we
now investigate under which circumstances the CQE-PS should
be observable and what its diagnostic potential is for constrain-
ing the physical properties of the Be + disk system.

3.1. Spectral resolution

The CQE-PS critically depends on the spectral resolution of the
interferometer, because the di!erential absorption that causes
the CQE is only strong in a narrow wavelength range.
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Fig. 7. Di!erential phase signal for the Be reference model with di!er-
ent spectral resolutions; R = 12 000 black (full), R = 5000 red (dashed),
and R = 1500 blue (dot-dashed) lines. Disk inclination angle is i = 90!.

In Fig. 7, we see simulations of observations with di!erent
spectral resolutions for our reference model seen at i = 90!.
The figure shows that the phase reversal would be unobservable
at R " 1500, which is the medium resolution of the AMBER
interferometer. Broader spectral channels also change the values
of the DP since di!erent emitting regions are sampled in each
channel.

3.2. Geometrical considerations

Even if the physical conditions are ideal for CQE-PS, its occur-
rence strongly depends on the angle i and less intensely on the
baseline on-sky orientation.

As an absorption e!ect, the CQE-PS will be stronger when
the system is viewed edge-on, since the densest regions of the
disks are those closest to the stellar equatorial region. Clearly,
when the disk is viewed face-on, this phenomenon will not oc-
cur, since there is no absorbing material in front of the star. The
e!ects of i on the CQE-PS are shown in Fig. 8, which demon-
strates that the photocenter displacement due to the di!erential
absorption is gradually weaker because less photospheric flux is
absorbed for lower i.

Another factor that contributes to the amplitude of the
CQE-PS is the baseline position angle. Because the photocen-
ter displacements are expected to be parallel to the disk orienta-
tion, the CQE-PS will be highest when the baseline orientation
is parallel to the disk major axis, as illustrated in Fig. 9.

3.3. CQE-PS outside the astrometric regime

The CQE-PS so far has been analyzed in the astrometric regime
for which there is a direct correspondence between the target’s
photocenter and the DP. However, the CQE-PS is also present
outside this regime, and the combination of the CQE-PS with
high-resolution phase e!ects can result in very complex phase
profiles. For instance, Fig. 10 shows how the DP signal is af-
fected by higher spatial resolution: while the high-speed compo-
nents display a complex behavior due to its more extended asso-
ciated on-sky size, the CQE-PS part of the profile (low-velocity
components) is still in the linear regime. Therefore, at high an-
gular resolution the CQE-PS may even come to dominate the
phase signal, which documents a phase reversal.
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Fig. 1 Schematic view of a Be star at critical rotation and with a flared disk. The lower part shows example
spectral profiles from pole-on to shell Be stars

the absorption core. In Struve’s picture, shell stars are just Be stars seen edge-on, i.e.,
through the disk, which caused the absorption. Fig. 1 gives a schematic view of this
idea. Struve’s view was quite generally accepted, but came under criticism in the 70’s
and 80’s, when a number of opposing models were suggested. A final breakthrough
in favor of Struve was achieved only by interferometric observations (Quirrenbach
et al 1994). For a more detailed overview of the history of the field and ideas about
Be stars, we refer to the monograph by Underhill and Doazan (1982), the reviews by
Slettebak (1988) and Porter and Rivinius (2003), and the references therein.

The still widely used classical definition of Be stars was first suggested by Jaschek
et al (1981), and with the minor change of replacing the original “hydrogen lines”
with “Balmer lines”, popularized by Collins (1987):

A non-supergiant B star whose spectrum has, or had at some time, one or
more Balmer lines in emission.

The problem of this definition is its broadness. Requiring applicability to classifica-
tion quality data, no better one has been formulated yet, but there is some ambiguity in
this definition, since it basically includes all main sequence B-type stars with circum-
stellar material above number densities of about 1011 particles per cubic centimeter.
This is regardless of the physical mechanism by which this material was transported
into, and is eventually kept in, the circumstellar environment, since it is actually un-
avoidable that circumstellar gas with such density will form Balmer line emission
around a B-type star.



Intro + Science goals

Meilland et al. 2013
Over-resolved

Kraus et al. 2013

Hadjara et al. -> In progress

SCIROCCO: 
Hadjara et al. 

-> In 
progress



Intro + Science goals
D. M. Faes et al.: Di!erential interferometric phases at high spectral resolution as a physical diagnostic of circumstellar disks
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Fig. 4. Same as Fig. 1 for i = 90 deg.

of line emission. Figure 6 shows the isovelocity contours of
a Keplerian disk. The figure explains why the portion of the
star covered by low-velocity particles is much larger for larger
disks than for smaller ones. For Rdisk = 10 Req, for instance, the
largest surface coverage occurs for vproj = 0.03 vorb sin(i) (lower
panel of Fig. 5). The projected velocity for which this occurs
increases with decreasing disk radius as (Req/Rdisk)3/2vorb sin(i).
So, for Rdisk = 2 Req the largest surface coverage will occur for
vproj = 0.34 vorb sin(i). This shows the importance of the disk size
for the spectroscopic CQE.

This line absorption across parts of the stellar disk gener-
ates a considerable decrease in the stellar flux, which in turn will
a!ect the photocenter position of the system, with a correspond-
ing signal in the DP. This is clearly seen in Fig. 4 as the “wig-
gle” in the center of the DP profile; the highest distortion is seen
where the CS absorption is strongest, i.e., at about 50 km s!1.
We observe the competition between spectral line emission from
the disk at line-of-sight distances from the meridian higher than
1 Req, which tends to shift the monochromatic photocenter to-
ward one side, and disk spectral line absorption at line-of-sight
distance from the meridian lower than 1 Req, which shifts the
photocenter toward the opposite side. So, at wavelengths close
to the line emission peak (Fig. 4, velocity b), the disk emission
dominates over disk absorption and the photocenter position is
shifted toward the emission lobe. For wavelengths closer to the
line center (Fig. 4, velocity c), however, even though there is
some disk emission, the absorption is more important and the

photocenter position is shifted to the opposite direction of disk
emission, with a corresponding change of sign of the DP. We
conclude that the spectroscopic phenomenon of the CQE has an
interferometrical counterpart (dubbed CQE-PS) that presents it-
self as a central reversal in the DP profile. We note that this cen-
tral reversal is an intrinsic phenomenon and is independent of
the reversals described in Sect. 2.2.

We expect that the interferometric CQE is more ubiquitous
than its plain spectral counterpart. Figure 5 indicates that any ra-
dial motion above about 0.03 vorb sin(i) would destroy the spec-
troscopic CQE signature in a 10 Req disk. This is true regardless
of the nature of this velocity, i.e., whether it is bulk motion (e.g.,
out or in-flow) or generated by turbulence. We emphasize, how-
ever, that the interferometric CQE signature is not a!ected, this
e!ect relies on obscuration that travels from one side of the star
(!1 > vorb sin(i) > !0.03) to the other (0.03 > vorb sin(i) > 1),
while the spectroscopic CQE requires the lowest obscuration to
occur at vproj = 0.

The e!ects of photocenter displacement can also be traced
by the interferometric closure phases. In this work we only ana-
lyze the CQE e!ects on DP because they strongly rely on high
spectral resolution data, providing a direct measure of the tar-
get’s photocenter over the projected baseline. Accordingly, all
discussions here are based on the photocenter of each spectral
channel which is a quantity obtained by both techniques (clo-
sure phases and DP) in an equivalent way.
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Target list

• Bright Be shell stars (Rivinius+ 2006, A&A 459 
137):

• Observable Declination at VLTI & Right 
Ascension of the period ( AirMass < 1.5) 

• Magnitude limits (correlated)

• Not in AMBER GTO target list & ESO 
Archive *

• Corresponding calibrators (Calvin or 
SearchCal)!



Target list

Targets Spectral type RA[hms] DE [°’ "] Vmag Kmag Kcorr

eta Cen B1.5Vne 14 35 30.42416 -42 09 28.1708 2. 322 2.750 3

eps Cap B3V:p 21 37 04.83068 -19 27 57.6464 4.50 4.788 4.788

omi Aqr B7Ive 22 03 18.84403 -02 09 19.3067 4.70 4.661 4.74

48 Lib B8Ia/Iab 15 58 11.36869 -14 16 45.6894 4.943 4.591 4.99

Targets Spectral type RA[hms] DE [°’ "] Vmag Kmag

HIP 73273 B2III 14 58 31.92536 -43 08 02.2699 2.665 3.251

HIP 106590 K1III 21 35 15.95659 -23 27 15.5353 6.394 3.724

HIP 108506 K2V 21 58 54.98511 -04 22 23.1877 6.22 3.930

HIP 78228 MOIII 15 58 26.67 -13 26 34.00 7.11 3.05

Targets

Calibrators



General technical Setup

• AMBER Template Manual:

• Instrumental configuration & DITs

• VLTI Configurations Overview 
(combinations of 3 Tel.): 

• UTs = all combinations.

• ATs = 3 offered quadruplets 
(“large”,”medium” and “small” baselines, 
from ~130m to ~40m).



Project Setup

• Since we are interested on differential 
quantities (phases), observations can be 
done under “bad” sky conditions 
(AMBER limit = seeing <1.2” & sky 
coverage CLR) and CAL-SCI cycle.

• Service Mode.

• Bright objects = ATs; Using FINITO for 
better data reliability.

• Diff. Phases ! Baseline length = “large” 
quadruplet  A1-G1-K0-J3



Project Setup

• No time-critical observations.

• DIT (frame integration time) = 12s

• High-resolution requirement:A&A 555, A76 (2013)
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Fig. 5. Projected velocity of a Keplerian disk along the line-of-sight in
units of the projected orbital speed at the base of the disk (vorb sin i) vs.
the normalized meridian distance (the distance to the stellar rotational
axis in stellar radii). The intersection of a horizontal line with the
hatched area indicates the range of meridian distances for which the
projected velocity occurs. Results for di!erent disk sizes are plotted:
Rdisk = 10 Req, vertically hatched area; 4 Req, horizontally hatched area;
and, 2 Req, diagonally hatched area. The velocities b to d from Figs. 1
and 4 are indicated as horizontal dashed lines. Top: full velocity range;
bottom: zoom of the low-velocity components.
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Fig. 6. Isovelocity contours (dashed lines) for a Keplerian disk. Each
curve corresponds to a fraction of the projected orbital speed at the base
of the disk (vorb sin i), as indicated. The solid lines indicate di!erent disk
outer radii.

After understanding how disk absorption a!ects the DP, we
now investigate under which circumstances the CQE-PS should
be observable and what its diagnostic potential is for constrain-
ing the physical properties of the Be + disk system.

3.1. Spectral resolution

The CQE-PS critically depends on the spectral resolution of the
interferometer, because the di!erential absorption that causes
the CQE is only strong in a narrow wavelength range.
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Fig. 7. Di!erential phase signal for the Be reference model with di!er-
ent spectral resolutions; R = 12 000 black (full), R = 5000 red (dashed),
and R = 1500 blue (dot-dashed) lines. Disk inclination angle is i = 90!.

In Fig. 7, we see simulations of observations with di!erent
spectral resolutions for our reference model seen at i = 90!.
The figure shows that the phase reversal would be unobservable
at R " 1500, which is the medium resolution of the AMBER
interferometer. Broader spectral channels also change the values
of the DP since di!erent emitting regions are sampled in each
channel.

3.2. Geometrical considerations

Even if the physical conditions are ideal for CQE-PS, its occur-
rence strongly depends on the angle i and less intensely on the
baseline on-sky orientation.

As an absorption e!ect, the CQE-PS will be stronger when
the system is viewed edge-on, since the densest regions of the
disks are those closest to the stellar equatorial region. Clearly,
when the disk is viewed face-on, this phenomenon will not oc-
cur, since there is no absorbing material in front of the star. The
e!ects of i on the CQE-PS are shown in Fig. 8, which demon-
strates that the photocenter displacement due to the di!erential
absorption is gradually weaker because less photospheric flux is
absorbed for lower i.

Another factor that contributes to the amplitude of the
CQE-PS is the baseline position angle. Because the photocen-
ter displacements are expected to be parallel to the disk orienta-
tion, the CQE-PS will be highest when the baseline orientation
is parallel to the disk major axis, as illustrated in Fig. 9.

3.3. CQE-PS outside the astrometric regime

The CQE-PS so far has been analyzed in the astrometric regime
for which there is a direct correspondence between the target’s
photocenter and the DP. However, the CQE-PS is also present
outside this regime, and the combination of the CQE-PS with
high-resolution phase e!ects can result in very complex phase
profiles. For instance, Fig. 10 shows how the DP signal is af-
fected by higher spatial resolution: while the high-speed compo-
nents display a complex behavior due to its more extended asso-
ciated on-sky size, the CQE-PS part of the profile (low-velocity
components) is still in the linear regime. Therefore, at high an-
gular resolution the CQE-PS may even come to dominate the
phase signal, which documents a phase reversal.
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Project Setup

• We propose the execution in two times within 
a given night (2 position angles), separated by 
a few hours to increase Earth-rotation 
synthesis effect. 

• Total time required: 5.33 hours
2 PAs x 20min x (4 stars + 4 calibrators) = 
320min



Observability

For 12 June 
2014 (e.g. eta 

Cen)

UV Coverage

Target AltitudeLoss of Correlated Magnitude



Immediate objective

• AMBER is the ideal instrument to do 
spectro-interferometric measurements 
within a line ("v ~ 25km/s).

• Goal: to measure the differential phases 
and interpret them with radiative 
transfer models.



End

“Fringes”!!


